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Abstract
The vibration experienced in an ambulance can lead to
internal injury to a patient and discourage a paramedic from
providing emergency care. To resolve this problem, a new
vibration isolation bed stage with scissor shaped structure
with spring has been used to ensure ride quality as well as
better care for the patient. The X structure with spring is
established so as to control the vibrations caused from the
imposed excitation signals when subjected to bump and
uneven road conditions. The analysis is done by implementing
a gyroscope and an accelerometer with the use of an arduino
and MPU-6050 breakout board. Analysis results suggest that
the magnitude of the vibrations inside a vehicle can be
reduced when the vehicle is moving in different road
conditions.
Key words: X structure, Ambulance, bed stage, MPU,
accelerometer.

the vibrations produced by the vehicle is very high due to
uneven road conditions, speed bumps and so on. These
vibrations occur in vertical and roll directions[1]. These
vibrations can lead to internal injury and discourage the
attending paramedic from providing emergency care in the
ambulance. Many methods have been undergone inorder to
isolate the vibration that is caused in the stretcher system.
Some of the methods that were introduced are a semi-active
pneumatic damper into the stretcher system and use of a slow
active control isolator system for a stretcher with hydropneumatic dampers. But these methods did not isolate the
vibrations as much as expected[1].

Introduction
An ambulance is a medically equipped vehicle which
transport patients to hospitals and are also capable of
providing first aid to the injured patients. Patients with serious
condition are brought to the hospital such as heart issues,
cerebrovascular accident (CVA), brain injuries and so on and
these patients are very sensitive to even minute form of
vibrations. When the ambulance is moving in a high speed,
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vibration isolation[2]. In normal vibration isolation
techniques, actuators and sensors are used to provide control
force and feedback signals. This will increase the energy
consumption and voltage failure may occur due to actuator
and sensor malfunction. The magneto rheological fluid (MRF)
dampers are used in addition with a spring so that damping is
done vibration isolation. The magneto rheological fluid
dampers offer an excellent capability in vibration control due
to its excellent dynamical features such as very high loading
capacity, low response time, environmental friendly
characteristics and low energy consumption[1].
(b)
Figure1: Layout of patient’s area of the ambulance
(a) Conventional type (b) Proposed bed stage

The main purpose of this study is to design a vibration
attenuation device which can control the vibration that is
occurring in the stretcher. Figure 1 shows the layout of the
patient area in an ambulance. Whenever a small amount of
vibration occurs, it is transferred directly to the patients which
causes injury, as shown in figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) represents
the proposed bed stage. When using this, the people in the
back of the ambulance are insulated from the vibration.
A X-shaped structure is been used in the stretchers to isolate
the vibrations. It is a bio-inspired X-shaped structure
consisting of rods and springs which can achieve a high static
low dynamic stiffness characteristic for vibration isolation[2].
The X-structure are of two types with symmetrical and
asymmetrical rod lengths. In this case asymmetrical structure
are used. The structure is kept in between the legs of the
stretcher so there will be four structures present. It should be
placed exact at centre so that it balances the stretcher. The
vibration isolation are divided into active and passive types. A
typically passive isolation system is been used with spring and
damper to reduce the vibrations[2]. The proposed bed stage is
a completely new type of vibration attenuation system for use
in an ambulance, and this new application can be considered
as one of the technical contributions of this work. In this case,
four structures are installed at the centre of the stretcher and
the improvement in the ride quality is investigated.
First of all, vibrations are given to the ambulance without this
structure and results are noted down. Then with the structure
installed is been tested and results are noted down.
Comparison is been done between the two finding how much
vibration is been isolated after the structure is been placed.
Lastly, the performance of the bed stage associated with the
structure is evaluated.

Generally vibration isolation methods literally focused only
on single-degree-of-freedom vibration isolation. But in many
practical cases like vehicles running on an unpaved road ,
plane undergoing from airstream or turbulence and ship
encountering sea waves involve vibration of multi-directions
like pitching rolling and yawing. For such situations where
better vibration isolations are required, multi-degree-offreedom vibration isolator systems are used. The multidegree-of-freedom vibration isolators usually use active
control methods that is using sensors and actuators so in order
to achieve vibration isolation in several major directions at the
same time. But this system increase energy consumption,
manufacturing costs and implementation cost and a chance of
voltage failure due to actuator and sensor malfunction[4].
A bio-inspired asymmetrical X-shaped structure shown in the
figure2 (b) is used to isolate the vibration of the bed. This is
inspired by leg structures of animals and is effective in its
high static stiffness and low dynamic stiffness in vibration
isolation. The joints connecting the beams are like joint of
limbs. The function of springs is similar to that of muscles and
ligaments. X-shaped structures can be found abundantly in
nature. For example, the feet bones of birds is X-like shape.
Also the legs of bird and legs with feet of human are Xshaped or Z-shaped. Due to action of joints and muscles Xshaped or Z-shaped structure, this could be why limbs of
animals are steady and they support their massive load of the
body and helps to reduce vibration by decreasing the shock
impact by changing angles to one another. So therefore it is
clear that the X-Shaped structure can carry high loads and
absorb the vibration which is used as the vibration reducing
part in this work[6].

Design of X-Structure
In order to obtain good vibration isolation and stability, a bioinspired X-shaped structure (XSS) consisting of links made of
rectangular bars of same and different lengths, spring is
used[3]. According to Journal the X-shaped Structure can
achieve high-static-low-dynamic-stiffness characteristics for
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The Assembly of the X-Shaped Structure are as shown in the
figure. Four 225mm links, four 75mm links and two 150 mm
links are used in the assembly of the structure. The spring is
placed horizontally between the 2 joints of the 4 largest links.
This spring elongates and when the body is loaded. Damping
is obtained when the spring comes back to its original position
The material used in the links of the X-shaped structure are
Mild Steel because of its high strength, ductility and load
carrying capacity[7].
Bed stage with X-Structure

(b)
Figure2: Combination of X-structure: (a) Symmetrical
structure (b) asymmetrical structure

The Design of the X-shaped structure is done using simple
trigonometric relations. There are 10 links in a single Xshaped structure in which a combination of 3 different links
of different dimensions are used[5]. The link lengths are
225mm, 150mm and 75mm.These links are connected by
joints fixed using nuts and bolts of M12 size. The holes in the
links are taken to be 13mm diameter so as to admit an M12
bolt. The thickness of the link is 6 mm .The figures of the
links are shown in figure 3

Figure4: Vibration isolation bed with X-Structure
Figure4 shows a model of the bed stage with four X-structure
with springs. The bed stage is installed in the back of the
ambulance. The stage body itself is assumed to be rigid and
has three degrees of freedom in the vertical, pitch and roll
directions. In this case vertical directions is been considered.
The stretcher is been made with Automotive industrial
standards with dimension 191×53×82mm. Four X-Structure
are installed at the centre of the stretcher. The asymmetrical
structure which is made of links are in the ratio 1:2:3 [5]. The
both ends of the structure is been bolted to the stretcher and
the spring is been attached horizontal to the links as shown in
figure4

Figure5: Carbon valve ASTM A230 spring

Figure3: X-Structure when assembled

The spring is made of Carbon valve ASTM A230. It is been
selected because carbon and manganese content is present
with 0.60-0.75% and 0.60-0.90%. High carbon spring steels
are most commonly used for all spring materials. They are
also very least expensive, readily available, easily worked and
most popular. These materials are not satisfactory for high or
low temperature or for shock or impact loading. It is suitable
for cyclic applications[6].
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The specifications of the spring are:
The length of spring without holder = 113mm
Number of total coils =31
Outer diameter of spring =26.7mm
Inner diameter of spring =19.9mm
Diameter of the wire =3.4mm
Mean diameter of spring =23.3mm
Type of ends =open ends
The stiffness of the spring is given by:
𝐺𝑑 4
k= 3
[8]
8𝐷 𝑁
Where,
G is the modulus of rigidity =77GPa
d is the diameter of the wire
Diameter of wire d = (Outer diameter - Inner diameter)/2
= (26.7-19.9)/2
= 3.4mm
Mean diameter D = (Outer diameter + Inner diameter)/2
= (26.7+19.9)/2
= 23.3mm
N is the number of active coils.
77×103 ×3.44

k=
8×23.33 ×31
= 3.3N/mm

Figure6: Testing is done on vibration isolation bed using
arduino

The stiffness of the spring k is 3.3N/mm
The links are made in the shape of a scissor like structure and
is made of mild steel. The spring is placed horizontal because
it has to compress when the load is given to the stretcher.
A platform will be kept above the stretcher to place the
patients. The bottom part of the stretcher is been welded to
the base of the vehicle. As the load is given, the stretcher is
able to move up and down through the hollow cylinder that is
kept below and it moves very smoothly. As the patient is
above the stretcher and vibrations is given then the spring
would extends and if the vibration does not occur it retains
back to its position.
Measurement of road excitation signals
The main purpose of bed stage system is to reduce vibrations
in the stretcher. Therefore, it is necessary to verify the amount
by which vibration is reduced through the use of X-structure.
Therefore, after the vibration of the stretcher is measured
while the ambulance is running on a unpaved road, the
obtained vibrations signals are used to excite the bed stage
system. Then, the vibration signal measured in the ambulance
and the controlled signal of the bed stage system are
compared to verify the performance of the bed stage.
The analysis is done by implementing a gyroscope and an
accelerometer with the use of an arduino and MPU-6050
breakout board. The connections of arduino are done as
shown in the figure6 and are connected to a computer with a
cable so as to get a output with the help of a arduino software.

Results and discussion
The bed stage was designed using standard dimensions which
are used in ambulance vehicles. The rigid structure which was
conventionally used were replaced with X-structure so as to
avoid the vibrations and improve the ride quality as well as
better care for the patients. The X shaped structure has highstatic-low-dynamic-stiffness characteristic for
passive
vibration isolation. It is preferred over magneto rheological
dampers because of its low cost and ease of productivity.
Design is bio-inspired and is expected to reduce the vibrations
of the bed stage inside the ambulance. However to draw the
concrete conclusions we need to analyze the system using
accelerometer with the use of an arduino and MPU-6050. The
analyzed results are as shown in the figure7. Firstly, the
vehicle is run on a unpaved road and vibrations is been
measured without XSS and the values are noted down which
is displayed on the computer with the help of arduino
software. Then the vehicle is run on a unpaved road and
vibrations is measured with XSS and values are noted down
as done before. These values are then noted and graph is been
plotted. Figure7(a) represents the vibration occurred when no
X-structure is placed and figure7(b) represents the vibrations
occurred when X-structure is placed in the ambulance.
Figure7(c) illustrates the comparison of both when XSS was
not used and when it was used. From the figure it indicates
that the vibrations are been isolated when this structure is
placed and the patient would feel better when he/she is been
transporting from one place to another place. As the vibrations
are reduced there is no chance of any secondary injury even
when the vehicle is moving at different road conditions
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Conclusion

(a)

In this work, a new bed stage with combination of XStructure was designed to use in an ambulance , and its
effectiveness was demonstrated in terms of its vibration
control performance. The excitation signals during the impact
is measured, using an accelerometer, in an ambulance at
unpaved road conditions. It has been demonstrated that the
vertical vibrations are reduced relative to the uncontrolled
bed stage with passive dampers. This directly indicates that
the ride quality can be considerably improved, which could
lead to a reduction in the fatality rate of seriously ill patients
while being transported by ambulance.
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Figure7: Vibration signals of the ambulance
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